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the plots folder contains a new document called 'plot.story'. this file contains the text that the mission maker will have to copy and paste into the missions.lua file. this text is written by me and should be relatively easy to follow. the plots folder also contains a map file, which should be placed in the map folder. this map file is a very rough map of the
area the mission takes place in. it is provided to help with the placement of the mission. the best way to edit this map is to use a hex editor and make changes to it. feel free to delete parts if they are not required for the mission textures - the texture folder contains textures for the vehicles. the damage folder contains textures for the vehicle damage
and misc. the texture folder also contains some misc. texture for the missions to use. the texture file names are *.rvmat and *.rvmat2. i have added the *.rvmat2 version to the texture folder to make sure that the vehicle can be replaced after a mission. other features include: completely random mission generator with 2x spawn point spread and a 2x
progression in difficulty. the variable part of the mission is the location the players have to be at. no navmesh or waypoints used, pure random mission. no teleporters, flight paths, etc. only a battle group can be spawned on the server. easy mission creator and mission editor. no need to know the script language. mission editor allows easy sorting of

missions. use of the virtual reality addon will allow you to get the feeling of being present at the battlefield. mission editor allows you to edit the on-spawn locations and the game rules of the mission. replay allows to launch a mission as random mission, also supports easy editing of the mission. use of parrot mini-parrot allows up to 12 game
controllers to be plugged in. mission editor allows to track your kill-count and the overall kill-count of the mission. module manager allows to manage the modules used to create the mission. war room provides groups, which will allow the server owner to track performance of the task force members.
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deploys of the arma 3 game engine can support a large number of ai profiles, but the hardware limitations of your computer may become noticeable with several hundred. alternatively, you can keep using mission and campaign makers to create your own missions and campaigns, but you must invest a fair amount of time to build a library of good quality missions
and campaigns. why not take that step away from your desk, and into the heat of battle? in this case, you don't even need to have a computer or internet connection. with alive, simply give us the mission data, and we will upload it to the central alive server as normal. then that is it. you can simply turn on your pda, and jump into the action! there are at least 3

ways to participate in war room. 1) publish your own missions and campaigns to the server. 2) receive missions from the server and run them in an editor and test them out. 3) receive missions from the server, create missions in the editor, and submit them to the server for approval. of course, the best way to learn how to use alive is to download and experiment
using the free demo. the demo includes all of the modules necessary to create missions with basic ai. in the demo, you can learn how to use the plotcoordinates and cba functions to quickly place a lot of the modules available in the ep. i suggest the "easy alive" mission before the "how to build a base" mission, as it guides you through what you need to learn and

when to use each functions. 5ec8ef588b
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